Pre-Report race 1 in Swisttal 2017 - „1A Slotpiste“
From 24-26 March the LMP-Pro Series starts into their 3rd season. As always we begin the
season with the fabulous Spa track in Swisttal.
More than 60 drivers and 24 teams guarantee a great and exciting racing weekend. The complete
teamlist (teamname, drivers and car) can be found on our homepage.
The starting grid is the most current and varied of all time. On Facebook some teams showed their
cars. One thing is certain, we will have a good fight for the “Best of Show” trophy.
Simplified after manufacturer these are the cars: Lola, 5x Porsche, 5x Rebellion, 3x Toyota, 2x
Audi, 2x Oreca, 1x Nissan.
The official time schedule is valid and can be found on our homepage under “documents”.
Nevertheless, at 8p.m. all cars have to be ready in the parc ferme.
After material handout and warm-up the technical inspection follows. Please provide the filled out
"technical inspection" sheet to quicken the technical inspection. Over night, the cars will be stored
and locked up in our parc ferme box.
As mentioned in the FAQ, the DoSlot 27Shore rear wheels will be given out with a diameter of
27,3mm with a tolerance of +0,1mm.
All JK Retro Hawk motors are carefully preselected and are equal as possible. After the race, rear
wheels and motors are property of the teams.
Following a short summary report from the free practise day on the 5th of March:
”Yesterday there was from 12:00pm - 18:00pm in Swisttal 1a Slotpiste a test and practice day for
the first race of season 2017. The grip was low and not what we were inured from the last years.
After a break for a bit more glue on track, it was a little bit more nice. This week the track will be
cleaned complete, so for the racing weekend all should be perfect.
"Stryker Racing" showed with a test Audi R18 and try to train the track and setup the car at the
same time.
Thomas for "Slotracing Mülheim" was well prepared like always. A fast and easy to drive practice
car, certainly with all detail parts and lights, so race ready! And a little bit more fast and perfect
handling racecar. 7.1s on lane 2.
Father and son Peiter from "GP-Slotracing" showed fast laptimes and worked diligent for the right
setup.
"The A-team" showed with a new Lola. Desmond and Kevin made a good job and drove fast
laptimes.
"LRD" showed with a brandnew Toyota TS050 as a bare shell. The shape of the car looked very
felicitous.

"Sloefspeed" was happy with the testing result. They had two new chassis ready and improved
both, 7.1s laptimes were possible.
"No Limits" drive the previous season Lola to collect laps on the track.
Ralph for "Jägerteam" showed with a new and ready Rebellion. The car was really smooth to
drive. 7.1s laptimes on lane 2.
"RLR" showed with a new Porsche 919 as bare shell, like "LRD" and two chassis for testing. There
was no doubt they were the fastest team this day. 7.1s on lane 1, 6.9s on lane 6.
For both "PQ" teams only chief Sebastian showed for this practice. There was nothing new ready
and the last season racecars were sold. He drove with an old practice car. 7.0s on lane 2 was
possible.”
The members of our facebook group post news and pictures of their work nearly every day. That
keeps the momentum and anticipation up for the race. A big thank you to all! We are looking very
forward to the first race of this great community. See you all soon in Swisttal!
As usual, we run a facebook liveticker which can bee seen even without facebook account under:
https://www.facebook.com/lmpproseriesliveticker
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